Introduction
* This paper consists of two parts. Its first part addresses an obvious and important lacuna in decision theory, our most basic and general theory of practical rationality. For all I can see, this lacuna is only insufficiently addressed in the literature presumably because it is not clear what to do about it and because the attempts to fill it lead onto very shaky grounds. Be this as it may, the first point of the paper will be to show a way how to close the gap.
I believe there are a number of fruitful applications of this amendment to decision theory, and they are the source of my confidence in my proposal.
1 However, in the second part of my paper I would rather like to consider whether the general ideas of the first part help to throw some new light on Prisoner's Dilemma and on Newcomb's Problem, the millstones around the necks of game and decision theory. I am not at all sure of this further application, but I am excited, I admit, by the outlook that it might work.
The ideas of the first part are also formally developed in Spohn (1999, sect. 3).
Here, however, I shall try to remain completely informal. This seems feasible for the following reason. Strategic thinking is essentially a recursive matter; one reasons back-* I am indebted to Arthur Merin for improving my English.
1 See Spohn (1999, sect. 4) . This is a larger manuscript the essentials of which are condensed in the first part of this paper.
wards stepwise from the time horizon of one's plans until one reaches the present time of decision. The recursion may become mathematically quite complicated. However, all conceptual difficulties lie in the recursion step. Hence, I shall confine my attention to one such step; doing so allows me to avoid formal matters for the most part.
Strategies Generalized
If the lacuna in decision theory is as obvious as I claim, where do we find it? Let us look at the standard account of strategic thinking or sequential decision making. Its starting point is the insight that it would be silly to fix a whole action sequence in ad-
vance, come what may. Rather, at the time of decision only the first action has to be decided, and then one sees how the situation develops before one takes further action.
However, in finding the optimal first action, one must already anticipate how one's si- There are many first actions and many strategies. The task is to find the most reasonable first action which requires in general to find the optimal strategy. By which criterion, however, is optimality to be measured? The standard criterion runs as follows, with respect to my above sample strategy: If e 1 obtains and hence the action sequence <a,b 1 > is realized, this action sequence is evaluated on the basis of knowledge of e 1 ; that is, the expected utility of this action sequence is calculated from the given utility function and from the given probabilities conditionalized on e 1 . Likewise, if e 2 obtains and the action sequence <a,b 2 > is carried out; and so on. The expected utility of the strategy s itself, finally, is the expectation of these expected utilities of the various possible action sequences, i.e. a weighted mixture of these exptected utilities with the present probabilities of e 1 , e 2 , ... as weights. These simple ideas are the basis for an im- Now the lacuna I have in mind is already evident. For, the conclusion just reached may be expressed a bit more pointedly: The events on which future action is made dependent by strategies are in fact possible decision situations the agent may get intowhere I take, here and henceforth, a decision situation to consist not of the external circumstances in which the agent is located, but of his relevant internal make-up. Thus, a decision situation δ consists first of a conceptualization or framing of the external situation -be it in Savage's (1954) terms of states, acts, and consequences or in Jeffrey's (1965) terms of an algebra of propositions and particular action propositions among them, or whatever; and it secondly contains a probability function P and a utility function U defined for the framing from which the relevant expected utilities may be calculated.
3 Whatever the precise construction of P and U, the conceptualization or framing is somehow implicit in them; we may thus represent a decision situation δ by an ordered pair <P,U>. Hence, what a strategy s really says, is this: "Now I do a; and if I get into δ 1 = <P 1 ,U 1 >, I do b 1 ; if I get into δ 2 = <P 2 ,U 2 >, I do b 2 ; and so forth."
Thus viewed, the standard account looks pretty restricted. It deals only with the case where the decision situations possibly reached by the agent arise from his present decision situation through observation and hence through conditionalizing the present probabilities with respect to the event actually observed. This is perhaps the most important and prevailing case. But obviously there are many other cases; new decision si-tuations may arise in a countless number of ways: due to uncertain observation, as noted by Jeffrey (1965, ch. 11) , due to more indirect information, due to make-believe and wishful thinking, due to forgetting, due to endogeneous changes of tastes and preferences, due to drugs, due to the evolution of addictions and phobiae, and so on. Why not take a strategic attitude toward any kind of new decision situation, however it comes about? Decision theory is incomplete unless we generalize to all these cases.
Of course, this incompleteness has not remained unobserved. The first to consider such non-standard cases was, it seems, Strotz (1955/56) . It took some time for the second contribution, Pollak (1968) , to appear. Further progress was rather sporadic. I mention Peleg, Yaari (1973) , Hammond (1976) , Yaari (1977) , McCain (1979) , Becker, Murphy (1988) , and at book length Elster (1979) and McClennen (1990) . There is more, but not immensely much more. Given the amount of effort spent on developing decision theory in general, my impression that the problem raised by its incompleteness attracts only marginal interest appears justified.
The Problem of Optimality
We have already taken the first step towards a completion of decision theory, namely by conceiving of strategies in a more general way; this was the easy part. The second step, though, the evaluation of the generalized strategies, is much more difficult. Indeed, its obscurity sufficiently explains, perhaps, why people have tended to steer clear of these complications. However, in order to attain a full notion of practical rationality, we have to take the second step as well, i.e. to find a general criterion of optimality for strategies thus conceived. Let me repeat the problem in a more artificial and pointed way: Here I am, in my present decision situation δ = <P,U>. I expect to be, within a certain span of time, in the situation δ i = <P i ,U> with a certain subjective probability P(δ i ) = p i (i = 1, ...,n); the only difference of these future situations to my present one lies in the subjective probabilities I have in them. Now two scenarios are possible: In the one I expect the change from P to one of the P i to be due to observation 4 ; in the other I expect it to be due to forgetting, spontaneous opinionatedness, or whatever. The first scenario is possible only under a certain restriction, namely that P is the mixture of the P i with the weights p i 5 ; but we may assume that, by chance, the other scenario satisfies this restriction as well. The standard optimality criterion I have sketched above is appropriate in the first scenario;
here I can take over the future evaluation of my substrategies in δ i from the point of view of P i . But the second scenario resembles the case of the dinner party; here I have a prediction about my behavior in the future situation δ i , but my intuition tells me clearly that I should base my present evaluation of that future behavior on P and not on P i .
Thus, the two scenarios require different optimality criteria, but there is nothing in δ and the δ i to distinguish the two cases. This is why I think that there cannot be any solution of the problem within the confines of the standard theory of strategic or sequential decision making. What we need is additional structure in order to distinguish between the two scenarios.
4 Which may also be an essentially probabilistic one, as Jeffrey (1965, ch. 11 ) has proposed, so that P i need not result from P by conditionalization with respect to an event observed with certainty. 5 I have stated this condition in Spohn (1978, p. 162) ; it is equivalent to the reflection principle of van Fraassen (1984) .
A General Solution
The difference between the scenarios was intuitively clear; in consisted in how I arrive at the future situations, through observation, through drinking alcohol, through forgetting, or whatever. Thus the additional structure should somehow provide this kind of information. This can be done as follows.
The general problem, to repeat, is this: I am now in the decision situation δ, having probabilities P and utilities U, pondering about which action a to take next, and anticipating that I shall get into one of the possible decision situations δ 1 = <P 1 ,U 1 >, δ 2 = <P 2 ,U 2 >, ... Where I get to is usually act-dependent; hence P is to provide also all probabilities of the form P(δ 1 | a) telling how likely I am to get into δ 1 given that I do a.
There are a lot of strategies of the general form as explained above, but only one of them is optimal 6 , and it tells what to do right now. Two principles, I think, answer the quest for optimality:
There is, first, the principle of consistency. 7 It says that a strategy s can be optimal in δ only if for each decision situation δ i possibly reached it prescribes a substrategy s i which is optimal by the lights of δ i -where it is precisely the criterion of optimality I am about to develop which recursively says what is optimal in δ i . This principle seems unassailable to me. I simply assume that I shall behave rationally also in the future decision situations I shall reach. This assumption is part and parcel of normative rationality theory; insofar I expect non-rational behavior of myself, it does not occur in a genuine decision situation towards which I take a strategic stance and which is dealt with by normative theory of rationality.
However, the principle of consistency does not yet provide any kind of evaluation of the strategies for the original situation δ. This is afforded by the second principle I want to propose, the principle of reevaluation. It says that each future decision situation δ i has to be reevaluated from the relevant superior decision situation. What do I mean thereby? What is relevant? What is superior? 8 6 Or some of them are; but I shall simply proceed in the singular.
7 Stated already in Strotz (1955/56 ).
8 For a more detailed and precise description see Spohn (1999, sect. 3).
To take up the latter first, superiority is a primitive notion of my account. I simply assume that a decision maker has a notion of one possible decision situation being superior to another and that this relation of superiority among the possible or even counterfactual decision situations is an element of the present decision situation. Formally, we may assume that this relation is a partial ordering. Substantively, there are many plausible examples. The more informed situation is superior to the less informed one, even if the surplus information consists of bad news. The reflection principle of van
Fraassen (1984) is, I think, the basic principle guiding purely doxastic changes to superior situations. Forgetting or brain-washing leads to an inferior situation. Maturing and aging and the accompanying shift of interests and utilities presumably lead to an incomparable situation. Becoming more sophisticated is usually superior to remaining primitive; acquiring higher virtues, if such there are, is presumably superior to retaining lower virtues. Quite generally, the autonomy of the evolution of one's desires and utilities is an important criterion of superiority; hence, addictions set the addict on the road to inferiority. And so on. Certainly, there are many examples on which opinions diverge. We need not decide upon them, however, because only the subjective opinion of the decision maker matters in his situation. The examples I gave should only make clear that we all have a rich notion of the relation I call the relation of superiority.
Secondly, what is relevance supposed to mean here? When considering the possibility of moving from δ to δ 1 , the principle of consistency requires me to evaluate the options open in δ 1 from the point of view of δ 1 itself. But the example of the dinner party has shown that these options have to be reevaluated. The general suggestion is, of course, that this reevaluation is done from a superior point of view. In the case of the dinner party, the present sober state provides the superior point of view. In the case of observation, the observationally informed state is the superior point of view by itself;
hence, the reevaluation of δ 1 , being identical with the evaluation in δ 1 , is not a genuine one in this case. In this way, the relation of superiority is supposed to afford the required discriminations.
However, there are usually many, and many fancyful, situations superior to δ 1 . So, from which one is δ 1 to be reevaluated? Not just anyone of them will do; otherwise, we would get lost in fancy and ambiguity. Hence, we have to restrict considerations to the relevant superior situation. In the two examples above, I already referred to the relevant situation at hand. And in general I propose to explain that the superior situation which is relevant to the move from δ to δ 1 is that situation δ 1 ' superior to or identical with δ 1 which is feasible in the sense that I would reach δ 1 ' if, in going from δ to δ 1 , I could cancel all moves into inferior direction and use instead the opportunities to move into superior direction. Again, the precise content of this explanation should be studied by looking at various examples. 9 Yet I hope that the general idea is already clear enough. My principle of reevalutation looks complicated, and if one properly works out the full recursion, it begins to look even more imperspicuous. 1 0 Still, I am quite confident that my proposal is reasonable. It is perfectly general, it agrees with the restricted standard account, in simple cases it boils down to something simple, and then its power emerges in dealing with a great variety of simple cases in a way which seems intuitively very plausible. 1 1 But I am not going here to defend these claims by looking at all these cases and studying more closely the basic relation of superiority. I rather want to turn to an application which is too shaky to serve as support of my general account, but which I would like to put up for discussion all the more because it is without doubt important.
Prisoner's Dilemma: An Endless Story
The application I have in mind is the prisoner's dilemma (PD) the relevance of which to almost all areas of practical philosophy is unsurpassed. Let me briefly resume my point of departure:
In the one-shot PD I am prepared, for the time being 1 2 , to accept that the only rational solution is defection; analogously, the only rational thing to do in the one-shot Newcomb problem is to take both boxes. In both cases, if you had cooperated or taken only one box, you may rightfully regret not having chosen to get more. Thus I am firmly on the side of causal as opposed to evidential decision theory. The decision maker has only an absolute, act-independent subjective probability for the other player's cooperation or the predictor's prediction, and, whatever the probability is, it is rational for the decision maker to take the dominating action, i.e. defecting or two-boxing. If that probability were act-dependent, that would express the decision maker's thought to have a causal influence on the other player's behavior or on the predictor's prediction -which, ex hypothesi, he denies and excludes.
1 3 10 See Spohn (1978, sect. 4.4, and 1999, sect. 3) .
11 See the cases discussed in Spohn (1999, sect. 4) .
12 But see footnote 27.
13 This is roughly how I argued in Spohn (1978, sect. 5.1) . The basis of the argument is a probabilistic theory of causation which entails that exactly one of the four combinations of probabilistic and Problems arise, however, with the iterated PD; indeed, I take it to be a scandal of normative rationality theory that there still does not seem to be a fully rational account in favor of cooperation. Let me briefly sketch ten different views on the iterated PD. Each view contributes a highly illuminating idea; their collection shows the tremendous intellectual challenge the iterated PD continues to present; however, even their collection is not sufficiently revealing, I think.
(1) Intuitively, the case appears quite clear. If two subjects play PD many times and do not manage to set up cooperation, but are caught in defection, they are terribly silly.
They are not only collectively silly, due to a tragic conflict between individual and collective rationality. Rather, they seem to be individually accountable for their failure. At least one of them must have been individually irrational; the other one may have been irrational, too, or she may have been rational, though unable to do better than defect against her silly opponent. Intuition equally clearly tells us what is rational in the iterated PD: namely to start and maintain a pattern of mutual, conditional trust and kindness which secures long and stable cooperation, relative to which disintegration in the final plays would be annoying, but negligible. This intuition is supported by the computer tournaments of Axelrod (1984) in which the tit-for-tat strategy, which instantiates this intuition in an exemplary way, was most successful.
However, attempting to back up this intuition by a theory of rationality is utterly frustrating. The central cause of all frustrations is, of course, the famous backward induction argument purporting to show that in the finitely iterated PD the only equilibrium strategy for both players is always to defect. Let us see what people have done about it.
(2) One idea is to move into the context of evolutionary game theory. Here, whole populations are occupied with playing PD, and one can choose plausible set-ups in which the cooperative parts of the population turn out to be much more successful then causal dependence and independence of the prediction (or the other player's action) on/from the decision maker's action is impossible, namely the combination of probabilistic dependence and causal independence -which is just the case which Nozick (1969) and many following him have found troublesome. Within the framework of directed acyclic graphs, Meek and Glymour (1994) give an account of intervening or deciding, as opposed to prediction, which embodies the very same conclusion.
the defecting ones so that society evolves to consist mainly of cooperative individuals.
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However, this move, illuminating as it is for empirical theory construction, simply changes the topic; we wanted to learn about individual rationality, but evolutionary game theory does not teach us anything in this respect.
(3) In practice, there is a simple and usually effective method to make cooperation individually rational: we empower an authority to offer rewards for cooperation and to punish defection. This often helps, but it is sometimes difficult to implement and sometimes hardly feasible. More importantly, from a theoretical point of view, this means changing the utility functions of the players until there is no longer any PD; this is a way to avoid PD, not to solve it.
(4) So, let us look at the twin of PD, Newcomb's problem. Here, evidential decision theory seems to offer a viable rationalization of taking only one box. 1 5 The dominance argument is thereby invalidated and backward induction deprived of its basis, and thus one may think of carrying over this rationalization to PD. I cannot engage now into the ramified argument between evidential and causal decision theory 1 6 ; let me only express my conviction that this move is of no avail: either, evidential decision theory gets the causal relations right as in Eells (1982) and recommends two-boxing; or it neglects causal relations, or it gets them wrong, and is therefore inadequate. (5) Davis (1977) argues that the players should decide in PD according to a mirror principle saying: "If two rational agents have the same evidence and preferences, they will make the same (nonrandom) choice." (The name and the phrasing of the principle are due to Sorensen 1985, p. 158.) We may assume that both players firmly believe that this principle holds and that they satisfy its premise. Thus they are certain to do the same, and then cooperation emerges as the only rational alternative even in the one-shot case.
14 Axelrod, Dion (1988) briefly present the intricacies and ramifications of the evolutionary treatment of PD. 15 See, for instance, Gibbard, Harper (1978) . 16 See, for instance, the papers collected in Campbell, Sowden (1985) . 17 Indeed, I am surprised how small the impact of the heated philosophical discussion has been in economics and in game theory; evidentialism seems to be a philosophical, but only weakly contagious disease.
Is there something wrong with the mirror principle? No, I think one should seek ways to maintain it. However, if its acceptance by the players is taken with Davis (1977) as entailing their neglect or denial of the causal independence of their actions, then we are back at the evidentialism just discarded. If it is not so taken, then it becomes clear, I
think, that the mirror principle is still incomplete; it does not say anything about the rational mechanism leading the agents from given evidence and preferences to a certain choice. If that mechanism is standard game theory, both players will expect one another to defect. Whether there is another account of rationality entailing cooperation remains the crucial question which is not answered by the mirror principle and which I want to tackle in the next section.
(6) In Spohn (1982, pp. 254-6) itself? This doubt has been raised by Binmore (1987) , Bicchieri (1989) , and Pettit, Sugden (1989) and denied, for instance, by Aumann (1995) . I side with Aumann, but surely one should scrutinize this discussion much more carefully than I can do here. Let me only add that as soon as one grants backward induction to hold under certain idealizations, however strong, the problem remains. If cooperation in the iterated PD can be rational for reasonable and well-informed players like us, it should be so all the more for perfectly rational and perfectly informed players; one cannot be satisfied with allowing an exception and prescribing defection in the strongly idealized case.
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(8) The most substantial game theoretic contributions are still to be mentioned. One line of thought is to assimilate the very often iterated PD to the infinitely iterated PD.
Then one may adduce the rich battery of so-called folk theorems 2 0 showing that in the infinitely iterated case there are infinitely many more or less cooperative equilibria. This is an ingenious and very sophisticated observation. But it is obviously not fully satisfying, since it imputes to the players the clearly and knowably false assumption of infinite repetition.
One may, however, interpret the folk theorems in a different way: In one variant of these theorems the utilities in the future plays are discounted by some factor α < 1, and this discount factor may also be understood as expressing the players' subjective probability in each play that there will be a next play at all, so that the probability for an infinity of plays is in effect 0. However, I find even this interpretation implausible because there is still a positive probability for any finite number of plays. The plausible assumption would be that we all are sure to play PD at most, say, a million times in our life and very likely much less; and this assumption turns the strategic situation into a finitely iterated PD. Hence, cooperation should be rationally possible also in this case.
(9) In conversation, Teddy Seidenfeld proposed to me another variant which drastically changes the picture: make the continuation of the game in some way dependent on past cooperation; there may or may not be an upper limit to the number of plays.
This idea has already been fruitfully applied by Feldman and Thomas (1987) in the context of evolutionary game theory. Its point in the context of individual decision making is obvious: this variant set-up provides for a simple and theoretically sound rationalization of cooperation in standard decision theoretic terms and avoids the devastating backward induction. This is a beautiful idea, but it provides only a partial solution and dissolves neither the original problem nor the desire to solve it as well.
(10) The idealizations required for backward induction, i.e. the relevant assumptions of mutual knowledge, may well fail, of course. This is the entry of the perhaps most 19 As does Sobel (1993, sect. 6 ).
interesting attempts to establish a cooperative solution. The catch notions are the (trembling hand) perfect equilibria of Selten (1975) and the sequential equilibria of . Very roughly, the idea pursued here is that a rational strategy must define rational behavior even for situations which can only be reached if some players behave irrationally and that one should always expect with a small probability that irrational behavior occurs intentionally or unintentionally. Taking these things into account may promote cooperation in the following way: I cooperate in the first play, because my hand trembles or maybe because I follow a sophisticated plan. My partner is surprised, but then starts thinking how my perceived irrationality can be explained and maintained, and perhaps he reaches the conclusion that he should cooperate as well in the second play, and so on; cooperation may thus be the perfectly rational continuation of a somehow irregular or irrational beginning.
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This picture may be realistic, but from the point of view of normative rationality theory it seems distorted. The normative intuition which demands compliance is that cooperation is rationally possible and indeed rational, and that it must be so without any help from direct or indirect gaps or deficiencies in rationality; it seems not good enough to show how cooperation can emerge as a form of bounded rationality.
So the suggestion in particular from (7) and (10) is that it is the normative rationality theory itself which needs to be reformed, and my brief summary was, I hope, not unfair in suggesting that no working idea for this reform seems available.
A Way Out?
However, in the first part of this paper I have already proposed a reform of rationality theory. Does it help, perhaps, to illuminate the present problem as well? Yes, I
think it does in a certain way -a way which may seem cheap or miraculous; but it would be surprising, on the other hand, if the solution would have to be very complicated or sophisticated. So, here is the line of thought I want to propose:
21 A precise story is told by .
Intuitively, we would reason as follows in the finitely iterated PD: if the first play is considered in itself, I should defect there because I have no influence whatsoever on what you do in the first play. However, when I cooperate now this may have the effect of raising the probability of your cooperation in later plays. That is how cooperation in the first play may have maximal expected utility. So far, so good. But how could I raise the probability of your cooperation in the second play? By the same consideration, your cooperation in the second play can only get a positive probability if you think that it raises the probability of my cooperation in the third play. And so the hope of raising the probability of cooperation is deferred to later and later plays until the final play where we know already that it will be badly disappointed. Hence, there is no rational hope in making cooperation likelier, and thus the intuitive reasoning fails. 2 2 Of course, this is again nothing but a form of the old backward induction argument.
Let me put this impossibility in a somewhat different way: It is constitutive of PD that I do not believe in a correlation between our choices in the first play; your choice is just an independent, i.e. causally and (hence 2 3 ) probabilistically independent state of the world for me. But somehow we would like to believe in a probabilistic correlation between our actions in later plays. How could we have this belief?
The first difficulty is that as a decision maker pondering about my future actions I do not have any subjective probabilities for these future actions of mine; I determine the best or rational course of action, and then we may or may not add the epiphenomenal belief in that course of action. Indeed, I still think that this is an important point which Savage (1954) got right and Jeffrey (1965) wrong. From the point of view of rationality theory it is only the above generalized strategic thinking which allows us to have a probabilistic assessment of the actions considered, namely by assuming subjective probabilities for getting into various future decision situations which rationality theory must view as complete deterministic causes for the actions taken in them.
Hence, we can believe in a correlation between our actions in the later plays of PD only if we believe our decision situations in the later plays to be correlated. So, I have to 22 By contrast, however, this reasoning would be perfect in the scenario considered in sect. 5, (9) above. 23 See footnote 13 above. imagine myself being in various possible decision situations later on, say, in the second play. How could they vary? Apparently only by containing varying beliefs, i.e. varying subjective probability functions. But how then could the possible decision situations in the second play also vary in their optimal actions, as they must when a correlation between these actions is to emerge as well? Only by containing varying assumptions about the correlations in the third or in later plays. They cannot contain such assumptions concerning the second play itself, because then I can no longer believe our choices in the second play to be correlated; I have to believe then into the causal and (hence) probabilistic independence of these choices. In this way a present belief in future correlation can only derive from a future belief in still more distant correlation, and again the castle in the air collapses in the last play. Thus, if belief in correlated future action presupposes belief in correlated future decision situations, and if these future situations differ only in their subjective probabilities, the backward induction argument strikes again, and there is no rational way to entertain such a belief.
However, the last conclusion suggests to consider a further possibility: namely that the future decision situations we would like to believe to be correlated differ also in their utility functions. How might this come about? This possibility seems to violate the very set-up of the iterated PD. But no, there is, I think, a way of rationalizing this suggestion.
Let us start from the supposition that I believe that our actions are correlated, not in the first play, but in the second and later plays. As a consequence, I realize that we are caught in a continued perspectival trap by the iterated PD which consists in the fact that the actions in later plays which I now believe to be correlated cannot seem correlated to me at the later time of choice; at that later time I can view your action only as a causally and hence probabilistically independent state of the world. Now, the first part of this paper enters the argument. For, if I perceive these later plays as a trap, I judge these later decision situations as we have conceived them so far to be inferior in the specific sense discussed earlier. The relevant superior situation from which to assess this inferior situation is the one in which my cooperation and my defection in the later plays are reevaluated by receiving an additional utility or disutility which makes their overall utility correspond to the expected utility they would have under the presently assumed correlation with your actions in the later plays.
It is not implausible, I think, to apply here the superiority/inferiority distinction in this way. On reflection, such a trap-like structure turns out to be not unusual; quite often the formation of our decision situations is in some way negatively or counterproductively correlated with the external circumstances. For instance, a strong desire to eat often arises due to some more or less subconscious frustration which, unlike hunger, does not vanish by eating; hence, a situation in which such a desire for food is present is inferior to the same situation without this desire. Similarly, there is a not uncommon tendency of men to fall in love, i.e. to assign a high utility to having relations, with women who maintain an utter reserve and to ignore women who are obliging. Sometimes, men have this tendency because they do not really want to get close to women.
But others severely suffer from this tendency; for them the situation of being in love with an unapproachable woman and not being interested in a responsive one is inferior to the reverse situation. These examples differ, however, from iterated PD, and iterated Newcomb as well, because they embody a trappy desire formation, whereas it is belief formation which is trappy in iterated PD and Newcomb. Indeed, it is so in a perfectly schematic way simply due to my moving in time; at any time the other player's next choice, or the predictor's next prediction, is probabilistically independent from my next choice only from the present, but not from any earlier point of view. This remarkable feature should, however, not distract from the similarity to the other cases.
So, let us return to PD. What is the point of thus applying the superiority/inferiority distinction? It does not yet seem to help: As I have explained in the first part, the relevant superior situation is so far only a hypothetical situation, and if the decision situations I actually expect to reach are those in the trap, the only consistent strategy is still always defecting; hypothetical reevaluation alone cannot change this. So a further step is required. It says that if my superiority assessment is as explained, I should actually move into the superior situation. This may seem strange, but it is the core of the solution I want to propose. In the examples discussed in the first part, I was moved into new decision situations by external forces like observation, alcohol, and other things in a way which was not under my immediate control. In the present case, by contrast, I want to suggest that it is the pure insight into the trap-like structure of the whole set-up which should rationally move me into the superior situation with its adjusted utility function.
What I thus propose, in effect, is a law of rational utility change which is not a mere change of expected utilities due to changes of subjective probabilities. This resembles the usual practical solution of PD mentioned in section 5, (3), which consists in changing the utility functions of the players from outside; my suggestion is that internal rationality alone should have the same effect as external punishment.
In fact, I am inclined to think that such a law of rational utility change has a much wider application beyond PD. Whenever I seem to be stuck in an inferior position, I
should rationally change my evaluation so as to reach the so far only hypothetical supe- With such a law of rational utility change my argument may now be brought to an end. The full theory of rationality is now the one amended by these laws and mechanisms. Hence, if I think that you are rational I think that you conform to this amended theory as well. Moreover, I do not firmly believe into a fixed correlation between our actions in the later plays. Correspondingly, there is no fixed superior decision situation into which I should move. Rather, how strong a correlation I assume depends on our present actions which may or may not intensify the assumed correlation. In this way, cooperating may or may not become the rational thing to choose in the later plays, and it may do so for me and for you in a correlated way. 2 5 Rationally, however, you and I should start with believing in a strong correlation which will then be confirmed so that long-standing cooperation will indeed emerge. The crucial point of this reasoning is that thereby the present belief in the correlation in later plays does not derive from the later belief in still more distant correlation. In this way, the reasoning breaks the force of the backward induction argument.
To summarize, my argument is that the subjective assumption that the chosen actions will be correlated puts in force an enriched theory of rationality employing superiority assessments and a new law for changing utilities, and this enriched theory in turn makes the assumption of correlation rationally entertainable. By this kind of bootstrapping, correlation is rationally believable and cooperation thus rationally possible in a full sense, even in the finitely iterated PD.
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Mutatis mutandis, these considerations should apply to the iterated Newcomb problem. This then would be my offer as a causal decision theorist to the evidentialist whose intuition I share that it cannot be rational to stay poor if one has the chance to get rich. It is not true that "the reason why we", the causal decision theorists, "are not rich is that the riches were reserved for the irrational" (Lewis 1981, p. 377) ; the reason is that we were caught in too narrow a notion of rationality. The truly rational man does not pity himself because only allegedly irrational men are consistently (pre-)rewarded; he should be able to adapt, and my proposal shows how to do so in a rational way.
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